Tutorial
Story Board

1. Tutorial as part of lesson
2. Lesson 1 #2
3. Watch this...
4. Sounds...
5. When I talk, the voice man
6. Match this
7. Fade to/from
8. Wave
9. Do the
1. Intro to Biofeedback
   - Demo Interactive

2. Capture moment in speech
   - Press capture pic of speech
   - @ any moment - try to match /i/

3. Biofeedback looks diff for vowel sang
   - Guess /i/ /i/ /a/ /a/ /u/ /u/

4. Incorrect /i/
   - Demo Video
   - /a/

5. Incorrect correct /i/
   - Demo Video
   - /a/ → /i/ → /a/

6. Match /i/ in words stretch /i/
   - Demo Video

7. Changing habit "mix it up"
   - Demo Video

8. Controlling Vowels
   - Demo Interactive

9. Free Practice with template
   - Match /r/ /a/ /playbook
   - Syllable level /ar/ /ar/
   - Word level /i/ (Phrase level /r/)
   - Sentence level /r/